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SYMMETRIC (70,24,8) DESIGNS HAVING Frob21 x Z2 AS AN
AUTOMORPHISM GROUP
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ABSTRACT. Up to isomorphism there are twenty-two symmetric
(70,24,8) designs having automorphism group isomorphic to Frob21 x Z2.
Among them there are four self-dual, and nine pairs of dual designs. Full
automorphism groups of those designs are isomorphic to Frob21 x Z2. De
signs are constructed by means of tactical decomposition, using a principal
series of the group Frob21 x Z2.

1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

A symmetric (v, k, >') design is a finite incidence structure (P, B, I), where
P and 8 are disjoint sets and I ~ P x 8, with the following properties:

1. IPI = 181 = v,
2. every element of 8 is incident with exactly k elements of P,
3. every pair of elements of P is incident with exactly>' elements of 8.

Let V = (P,B,I) be a symmetric (v,k,>') design and G::; AutV. Group
G has the same number of point and block orbits. Let us denote the number
of G-orbits by t, point orbits by PI,'" ,Ph block orbits by 81,." ,8t, and
put IPrl = Wn 18il = nil We shall denote points of the orbit Pr by Pr =
{ro, ... , rwr-d· Further, denote by fir the number of points of Pr which are
incident with the representative of the block orbit 8i. For those numbers the
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following equalities hold:
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DEFINITION 2. The (t x t) -matrix ("(ir) with entries satisfying properties
(1) and (2) is called the orbit structure for parameters (v, k,).) and orbit dis
tribution (WI,'" ,Wt), (D1, •.. ,Dt).

The first step of the construction of designs is to find all orbit structures
("fir) for some parameters and orbit distribution. The next step, called index
ing, is to determine for each number "fir exactly which points from the point
orbit Pr are incident with representative of the block orbit Bi. Because of
the large number of possibilities, it is often necessary to involve a computer
in both steps of the construction.

DEFINITION 3. The set of indices of points of the orbit Pr indicating
which points of Pr are incident with the representative of the block orbit Bi is

called the index set for the position (i,r) of the orbit structure.

First symmetric (70,24,8) design is constructed by Z. Janko and Tran
van Trung (see [6]). Full automorphism group of that design is isomorphic
to Frob21 x Z2. Later on, A. Golemac has proved that there are up to iso
morphism and duality 5 symmetric (70,24,8) designs having automorphism
group isomorphic to Es . Frob21 (see [4]).

2. Frob21 ACTING ON A SYMMETRIC (70,24,8) DESIGN

Let H be the Frobenius group of order 21. Since there is only one iso
morphism class of nonabelian groups of order 21, we may write

H = (p, a I p7 = 1, a3 = 1, prY = p2).

We shall need the permutation representations of p and a on H-orbits
consisting of 7 and 21 points, which can be notated as 0, 1, ... ,6, or 0, 1, ... ,20
respectively. Without losing generality we write

p=(0,1,2,3,4,5,6) and a=(0)(1,2,4)(3,6,5)

in the first, and

p = (0,1,2,3,4,5,6)(7,8,9,10,11,12,13)(14,15,16,17,18,19,20),

a = (0,7,14)(1,9,18)(2,11,15)(3,13,19)(4,8,16)(5,10,20)(6,12,17)

in the second case.
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Let n be an automorphism of a symmetric design. We shall denote by
F(n) the number of points fixed by n. In that case, the number of blocks
fixed by n is also F(n).

LEMMA 2. Let p be an automorphism of a symmetric (70,24,8) design.
If Ipl = 7, then F(p) = O.

PROOF. It is known that F(p) < k + ~ and F(p) == v(mod Ipl).
Therefore, F(p) E {O, 7, 14, 21}. One can not construct orbit structures for
F(p) E {7, 14, 21}. 0

LEMMA 3. Let H be a Frobenius automorphism group of order 21 of a
symmetric (70,24,8) design V. H acts semistandardly on V with orbit dis
tribution (7,7,7,7,21,21).

PROOF. Frobenius kernel (p) acts on V with orbit distribution (7,7,7,7,7,
7,7,7,7,7). Since (p)H, u maps (p)-orbits on (p)-orbits. Therefore,
only possibilities for orbit distributions are (7,21,21,21), (7,7,7,7,21,21),
(7,7,7,7,7,7,7,21) and (7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7). Since automorphism group
of a symmetric design has the same number of orbits on sets of blocks and
points, H acts semistandardly on V.

Stabilizer of each block from the block orbit of length 7 is conjugated to
(u). Therefore, entries of orbit structures corresponding to point and block
orbits of length 7 must satisfy the condition lir == 0, 1 (mod 3).

With the help of the computer program by V. Cepulic we got 11 orbit
structures for orbit distribution (7,7,7,7,21,21). Some of them will produce
designs.

There are 7 orbit structures for orbit distribution (7,7,7,7,7,7,7,21), but
none of them gives rise to designs. \Ve shall not describe that unsuccessful
attempt of indexing.

There are no orbit structures for orbit distributions (7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7)
and (7,21,21,21). 0

3. Frob21 x Z2 ACTING ON A SYMMETRIC (70,24,8) DESIGN

Let G be direct product of the Frobenius group of order 21 with an invo
lution. We may write

G ( 1713121 cr 2 r r)= p, U, T P = ,U = , T = ,p = p , p = p, U = U .

Obviously, only possibilities for orbit distributions of the automorphism
group Frob21 x Z2 acting on a symmetric (70,24,8) design are (14,14,42),
(7,7,14,42) and (7,7,7,7,42). Using the computer program by V. Cepulic,
we got the following results:

LEMMA 4. Up to is'omorphism there are exactly three orbit structures for

symmetric (70,24,8) designs and the automorphism group Frob21 x Z2 acting
with orbit distribution (14,14,42). Those structures are:
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081141442 082141442 083141442
14

8412 148412 147215
14

4812 144218 142418
42

4416 424614 425613

LEMMA 5. Up to isomorphism there are exactly four orbit structures for
symmetric (70,24,8) designs and the automorphism group Frob21 x Z2 actingwith orbit distribution (7,7,14,42). Those structures are:

084771442 085771442

7

40812 740812
7

04812 704812
14

44412 1411418
42

22416 4233414

086

771442 087771442

7

40218 740218
7

04218 704218
14

44412 1411715
42

22614 4233513

LEMMA 6.

Up to isomorphism there are exactly two orbit structures for

symmetric (70,24,8) designs and the automorphism group Frob21 x Z2 actingwith orbit distribution (7, 7, 7, 7,42). Those structures are:

088

777742 089777742

7

444012 7444012
7

440412 7440412
7

404412 7401118
7

044412 7041118
42

222216 42223314

4.

Z14 ACTING ON A SYMMETRIC (70,24,8) DESIGN

Let K be the cyclic group of order 14, namelyK = (p,7 I p7 = 1, 72 = 1, pT = p).In the process of indexing we shall need the permutation representations of
p and 7 on K-orbits consisting of 7 and 14 points, which can be notated as0,1, ... ,6, or 0,1, ... , 13 respectively. Without losing generality we write

p = (0,1,2,3,4,5,6)

and7 = (0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)
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in the first, and

p = (0,1,2,3,4,5,6)(7,8,9,10,11,12,13),

T = (0,7) (1,8) (2,9) (3,10) (4, 11)(5,12) (6, 13)

in the second case,

Since we shall consider the Z14 a subgroup of the Frob21 x Z2, we require
that in orbit structures for Z14 and symmetric (70,24,8) designs entries ~(ir

corresponding to point and block orbits of length 7 must satisfy the condition
~(ir == 0,1 (mod 3). Also, parts of those orbit structures corresponding to
point and block orbits of length 14 must admit the automorphism of order 3.

With the help of the computer program by V. Cepulic, we got the following
results:

LEl\!MA 7. Up to isomorphism there are three orbit structures for sym

metric (70,24,8) designs and the automorphism group Z14 acting with orbit
distribution (14,14,14,14,14), All of them admit an automorphism of order
3, Those structures ar'e:

OSl' 1414141414082'1414141414
14

84444 1484444
14

48444 1442666
14

44844 1446662
14

44484 1446266
14

44448 1446626

OS3' 1414141414
14

72555
14

24666
14

56733
14

56373
14

56337

LEMMA 8. Up to isomorphism there are eight orbit structures for' sym
metric (70,24,8) designs and the automorphism group Z14 acting with or
bit distribution (7,7,14,14,14,14), Four of them are orbit structures for the
group Z14 as a subgroup of the Frob21 x Z2' Those structures are:
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084'7714141414 085'7714141414

7
408444 7408444

7
048444 7048444

14
444444 14114666

14
224844 14334662

14
224484 14334266

14
224448 14334626

086'

7714141414 087'7714141414

7
402666 7402666

7
042666 7042666

14
444444 14117555

14
226662 14335733

14
226266 14335373

14

226626 14335337

In the case of orbit distribution (7,7,7,7,14,14,14) involution acts with
28 fixed points.

Following theorem gives the additional condition for orbit
structures:

THEOREM 6. Suppose that a nonidentity automorphism a of a nontrivial
symmetric (v, k, A) design fixes F points.

Then F :S v - 2(k - A) and F :S
A

Moreover, if equality holds in either inequality, a must be ank-vk-A . v.
involution and every non-fixed block contains exactly A fixed points.

PROOF. Lander [7].

0

LEMMA 9.

Up to isomorphism there are forty-five orbit structures for
symmetric (70,24,8) designs and the automorphism group Z14 acting withorbit distribution (7,7,7,7,14,14,14). Only one of them is orbit structure forthe group Z14 as a subgroup of the Frob21 x Z2' That structure is:

088'

7777141414
7

4440444
7

4404444
7

4044444
7

0444444
14

2222844
14

2222484
14

2222448
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5. ORBIT DISTRIBUTION(14,14,42)

It would be very difficult to proceed with indexing of orbit structures
OSI, OS2 and OS3. For example, there are (i;) possibilities for index sets
for the position (1,3) in the OSlo Therefore, we shall use the principal series
(1)(p)(p,a)G of the automorphism group G = (p,a,7 I p7 = 1, a3 = 1,72 =
1, peT = p2, pT = p, aT = a). Our aim is to find all orbit structures for the
group (p) corresponding to structures OSI, OS2 and OS3. We shall con
struct designs from those orbit structures for (p), having in mind the action
of permutations a and 7 on (p)-orbits.

THEOREM7. Up to isomorphism and duality there are five symmetric

(70,24,8) designs with automorphism group Frob21 x Z2 acting with orbit
distribution (14,14,42). Only one of them is self-dual. Full automorphism
groups of those designs are isomorphic to Frob21 x Z2.

PROOF. In order to find orbit structures for the group (p), we shall de
termine orbit structures for the group (p, a) ~ Frob21 corresponding to OSI,
OS2 and OS3. Those structures are:

OSI" 7 7 7 7 21 21
7404466
7044466
7444066
7440466

21 2 2 2 2 10 6
21 2 2 2 2 6 10

OS3" 7 7 7 7 21 21
7404466
7044466
7114099
7110499
21 3 3 2 2 9 5
21 3 3 2 2 5 9

OS2" 7 7 7 7 21 21
7404466
7044466
7443193
7441339

21 2 2 3 1 7 9
21 2 2 1 3 9 7

OS4" 7 7 7 7 21 21
7404466
7044466
7 1 1 3 1 12 6
7 1 1 1 3 6 12
21 3 3 3 1 6 8
21 3 3 1 3 8 6

OS5" 7 7 7 7 21 21
7401199
7041199
7443193
7441339

21 2 2 4 2 6 8
21 2 2 2 4 8 6
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Taking into consideration orbit structures for Z14 we shall determine
which orbit structures for Z7 correspond to orbit structures OSl", ... ,OS5".Up to isomorphism and duality, those decomposed structures are:

OSl'"

7777777777
7

4044222222
7

a444222222

7
444a222222

7
44a4222222

7

22224424a2

7

222224424a
7

2222424a24

7

22224a2442

7
222224a244

7

2222a24424

OS2'" 7777777777

7

4a44222222

7

a444222222

7

444a222222
7

44a4222222

7

2222622222

7
2222262222

7

2222226222

7

2222222622
7

2222222262
7

2222222226

OS3'" 7777777777

7

4a44222222

7
a444222222

7
4431333111

7
4413111333

7
2231511333

7
2231151333

7
2231115333

7
2213333511

7
2213333151

7
2213333115
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084'"

7777777777
7

4044222222
7

0444222222
7

4431333111
7

4413111333
7

2231331513
7

2231133351
7

2231313135
7

2213513331
7

2213351133
7

2213135313

085'" 7777777777
7

4044222222
7

0444222222
7

1140333333
7

1104333333
7

3322531131
7

3322153113
7

3322315311
7

3322131531
7

3322113153
7

3322311315

086'" 7777777777

7

4044222222
7

0444222222
7

1131444222
7

1113222444
7

3331420242
7

3331042224
7

3331204422
7

3313242420
7

3313224042
7

3313422204
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087'''

7777777777
7

4a44222222
7

a444222222
7

1131444222
7

1113222444
7

333122244a
7

3331222a44
7

33312224a4
7

331344a222
7

3313a44222
7

33134a4222

088'"

7777777777
7

4a11333333
7

a411333333
7

4431333111
7

4413111333
7

224242a242
7

2242a42224
7

22422a4422
7

222424242a
7

2224224a42
7

22244222a4

We shall proceed with indexing of orbit structures 081''', ... ,088''', know-
ing that a and T act on the set of ten (p)-orbits of points and blocks asa = (5,6,7)(8,9,10), T = (1,2)(3,4)(5,8)(6,9)(7,10). Obviously, it is suffi-cient to determine index sets for the first, third and fifth row of orbit structures081"', ... ,088'''. Also, in the first and third row we have to determine indexsets for positions (i, r) only for r E {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8}. We shall denote points byIi,'" , 10i, i = 0,1, ... ,6, and assume that automorphisms p, a and Tacton the set of points as follows:

p= (Io,h, ... ,Ie), I= 1,2, ... ,10,a = (Ko)(K1, K2, K4)(K3, KG, Ks)(5i, 62i, 74i)(8i, 92i, 104i),K=I,2,3,4,

i = 0,1, ... ,6,
T= (li,2i)(3i,4i)(5i,8i)(6i,9i)(7i,10i), i=·O,I, ... ,6.

Of course, operation with indices is multiplication modulo seven.

As rep-
resentatives of block orbits 1,2,3 and 4, we shall choose blocks fixed by (a).Therefore, index sets for positions (i, r), 1 :s i, r :s 4, have to be unions of sets0, {a}, {I, 2, 4}, {3, 5, 6}. To eliminate isomorphic structures during the index-ing (see [3]), we have been using the permutation which on each (p)-orbit actsas x r--+ 3x (mod 7), and automorphisms of orbit structures 081'", ... ,088'''
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which commute with a and T. Constructed designs presented by their base
blocks are:

1)1: 10111214303335364041424450546061707281849192102104
10131516202122243031323450566065707381869295103104
10112022313542455051525354556364727683859095103104

1)2: 10131516303132344043454652536466717580839096100105
10203132344050515556606263657073747683859396105106
11121421252630313240505152546366808391929395101103

1)3: 10131516303132344043454652556364717681829294101104
10203132344051535556626365667374757680859093100106
10131522242530313340505152546066808690939495102105

1)4: 101112143040535556636566737576818384919296102104105
1013151620212224333536405051556062637074768192104
10112022313234354146505152556466858691929596100102

1)5: 101112143040525456616465717273808186909295100103104
1013151620212224333536405253566465667173758396105
10112023303233354445505152556265818390919296102106

One can get whole designs by applying permutations p, a and T on base
blocks. Design 1)1 is constructed from the orbit structure 082''', designs 1)2
and 1)3 from 086''', and designs 1)4 and 1)5 from 088"'.

The statistics of intersection of any three blocks proves that those designs
are mutually non-isomorphic. With the help of the computer program by
V. Tonchev we have computed that orders of full automorphism groups of
those five designs are 42. Using the computer program by V. Cepulic it was
determined that 1)1 is the only self-dual design among them. D

REMARK With the help of the computer program by V. Tonchev we have
determined that 2-rank of 1)1 is 27, 2-ranks of 1)2, 1)3 and 1)5 are 22, and
2-rank of 1)4 is 28.

6. ORBIT DISTRIBUTION (7,7,14,42)

THEOREM 8. Up to isomorphism and duality there are eight symmetric

(70,24,8) designs with automorphism group Frob21 x Z2 acting with orbit
distribution (7,7,14,42). Three of them are self-dual. Full automorphism
groups of those designs are isomorphic to Frob21 x Z2.

PROOF. Orbit structures for the group (p) '==' Z7 corresponding to 084,
085, 086 and 087 are structures 081''', 082''', ... , 088''', as in the case of
orbit distribution (14,14,42). Automorphisms p, a and T act on the set of
points as follows:

p= (I0,!1, ... ,!6), 1= 1,2, ... ,10,
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a = (Ko)(K1,K2,K4)(K3,K6,K5)(5i,62i, 74d(8i, 92i,104i),

K = 1,2,3,4, i = 0,1, ... ,6,

T = (li)(2i)(3i,4i)(5i,8i)(6i,9i)(7i,lOi), i = 0,1, ... ,6.

It is sufficient to determine index sets for the first, second, third and fifth row
of orbit structures. In the similar way as in the case of the orbit distribution
(14,14,42), following designs are constructed:

1)6: 10131516303132344041424452546164717282849194101102

20232526303335364043454653546166727583849196102105

10111214202325263031323451556263747682839496101105

14152426303142445051535561646566747580838486100103

1)7: 10131516303132344041424453556366757683859396105106

20232526303132344041424452566465717382869495101103

10111214202122243033353652536466717585869395103106

10142123303143445051525354556164717383849296100102

1)8: 10131516303132344041424454556163727684859193102106

20232526303132344041424453566566737583869596103105

1011121420212224333536405354556163667275768695103

101321223031324050515253546370808285929596101103105

1)9: 10131516303132344041424453546166727583849196102105

20212224303132344041424451566265737481869295103104

102030313234505356606566707375808285909394100101106

1114162223263031424450515253546163647085929395101

1)10: 10131516303132344041424453556366717683859396101106

20212224303132344041424452566465717382869495101103

10203132344050515254606162647071727483849196102105

111215242526303132445053606472748184858690929395

1)11: 10111214303132344041424452536466717582839496101105

20232526303132344041424451546162727481849192102104

10203132344050525556606364657071737684869195102103

111315222324303132445053636670738184858690929394

1)12: 101112143040545556616365727376848586919395102103106

202325263040515255626364717476818285929394101104106

1011121420212224313234405152546162647172748090100

10112226323334354044505153556466838691929395104105

1)13: 101112143040545556616365727376848586919395102103106

202325263040515255626364717476818285929394101104106

1013151620232526333536405355566365667375768090100

10112226323334354044505153556466838691929395104105

Design 1)6 is constructed from the orbit structure 081''', design 1)7 from
the orbit structure 082"', 1)8 from 083"', 1)9 from 085"', designs 1)10 and
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Vll from OS7''', and designs V12 and V13 from OS8"'. Orders of full auto
morphism groups of all constructed designs are 42. Designs VB, V7 and Vs
are self-dual. D

REMARK Design VB is isomorphic to the one constructed by Z. Janko and
Tran van Trung. Using the computer program by V. Tonchev it was computed
that 2-rank of VB is 24, 2-rank of V7 is 30, 2-rank of Vs is 31, 2-ranks of Vg,
VlO, Vll and V13 are 28, and 2-rank of V12 is 25.

LEMMA 10. Group Frob21 x Z2 can not act as an automorphism group
of a symmetric (70,24,8) design with orbit distribution (7,7,7,7,42).

PROOF. In this case involution T acts on the set of points as

T = (1;)(2;)(3;)(4;)(5;,8;)(6;,9;)(7;,10;), i = 0,1, ... ,6.

Only orbit structures for Z7 corresponding to orbit structures OS8 and OS9
are OSl'" and OS2'''. Indexing of these structures doesn't lead to designs.
D

Thereby we have proved the following theorem:

THEOREM 9. Up to isomorphism, there are 22 symmetric (70,24,8) de
signs with automorphism group isomorphic to Frob21 x Z2. Among them there
are four self-dual and nine pairs of dual designs. Full automorphism groups
of those designs are isomorphic to Frob21 x Z2.

Since there was only one known design with automorphism group isomor
phic to Frob21 x Z2, twenty-one of constructed designs are new.
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